
captures
every sense



De’Longhi bean to cup coffee makers provide the ultimate coffee experience,  the perfect Italian espresso in the comfort of your own home. All your favorite drinks, whether an authentic ristretto or a delicious cappuccino,  are served to an exceptional standard, just like a Barista.
 As a global leader in espresso coffee makers, our experience and know how guarantee the highest quality coffee beverages with just one touch. Beans are freshly ground by the integrated grinder  and the professional brewing unit can prepare a wide range of espressos  and many other beverages such as milk-based drinks,  from cappuccino to latte macchiato and flat white, to always satisfy your tastes.  

The exclusive LatteCrema System delivers a dense and creamy milk froth with a silky smooth texture never tasted before.

coffeeexcellence

*Source: independent research institute, value sales leader from Jan to Dec 2016



Coffee time becomes a truly extraordinary multi-sensorial experiencethanks to our De’Longhi PrimaDonna S Evo.Its full metal body with an elegant and sophisticated designis perfectly combined with the best user-friendly technologywhich can turn your daily routine into a delightful coffee tasting experience.

a multi -sensorialexperience



your touch, a caress for my soul



Your chosen coffee beverage can be enjoyed with just one single touch
or through the quick and easy to use Drink Menu

presented on the intuitive LCD display.
From an authentic Italian Espresso to a delicious Latte Macchiato,

PrimaDonna S Evo can deliver up to 14 authentic recipes
and brew 2 cups of coffee at a time 
with the same outstanding result. 

PrimaDonna S Evo can also be programmed remotely
with the dedicated De’Longhi Coffee Link App, 

which allows you to create then save your unique recipes
and even deliver your beverage through you mobile device.

Download the free Coffee Link App

Just one touch  
to create a masterpiece



your voice 

is m
y daily

 

kickstart



Only the freshest brewThe “just ground” method enriches the flavor of excellent espresso 
ensuring only the required quantity of coffee is ground in order to preserve the original aroma.  

The beans are freshly ground every time you prepare a coffee drink. 
The grinding level can also be adjusted according to your personal taste and preferred coffee 

blend. Thanks to our special Tubeless System the amount of ground coffee left in the grind circuit 

is reduced to a minimum so only freshly ground coffee is used to brew your espresso.

Listen to the sound  of fresh beansgrinding
With PrimaDonna S Evo the sound of freshly ground coffee beans will arouse your taste buds. 

A fine and even grind is an essential element in extracting the best coffee aroma 
and our conical steel grinders are calibrated with 100% accuracy  
and tested to guarantee the perfect coffee powder is produced.



can’t tak
e 

    m
y eyes 

off of 
you...



espresso coffee

doppio +

ristretto

long

With PrimaDonna S Evo every coffee 
you prepare is a masterpiece.

The beautifully rich and intense 
colours resemble art within a cup,
a pleasure to enjoy before it even 

reaches your lips.

Admire
the 

perfection

espresso 
lungo



cappuccinomix latte macchiato

flat white

hot milk

cappuccino

caffelatte 

cappuccino +

espresso macchiato

A pleasure for your eyes...
A white, soft and irresistible cream meets the dark and tempting colours and nuances of your coffee,

creating a perfectly harmonious coffee you can’t wait to taste.



the smell    of your perfume    floats   in the air



Enjoy the distinctive aroma of coffee from the moment the beans are crushed
to the moment the espresso flows into your cup. PrimaDonna S Evo is equipped

with a patented brewing unit which can dose and tamper the powderjust like a professional Barista.This exceptional method provides the optimal infusion pressure in every brewing cycle  
resulting in the extraction of a perfect creamy, dense and aromatic coffee. 

The De’Longhi patented brewing unit has an adjustable chamber  able to hold different quantities of coffee powder, ensuring a perfect in-cup result every time.

smell the unmistakablescent of coffee



the 
unforgettable     
 taste of our  first kiss...



Compact with a nut colour crema
Balanced and long lasting taste

Dense and rounded body
Rich and roasted aroma

PrimaDonna S Evo incorporates all the experience, know-how 
and technology of the world leader in espresso coffee makers to guarantee 

each step of coffee preparation is carefully executed.

Enjoy the 
perfect taste



Creamy and dense froth

Right balance between foam and liquid

Right temperature

Long lasting pleasure

With the unique LatteCrema System, PrimaDonna S Evo always ensures 

a dense and creamy froth and a silky smooth texture for your cappuccino

and all your coffee-based milk drinks.

Savour 

the perfect m
ix 

of pleasures



The De’Longhi LatteCrema System technology can mix steam, air and milk
in the correct proportions to always deliver best in class foam 

for all of your favourite coffee-based milk drinks.

LATTECREMA SYSTEM ALWAYS SERVES THE 
PERFECT PROPORTION OF LIQUID AND FOAM 

RESULTING IN A SMOOTH AND CREAMY DRINK

the perfect density

the perfect creaminess

the perfect temperature

... until the last drop!

LATTECREMA SYSTEM DELIVERS MILK FROTH WITH 
PERFECT BODY, COMPACT AND SOFT, WITH THE 

OPTIMAL “MICROBUBBLE” TEXTURE

the perfect density

the perfect creaminess

the perfect temperature

... until the last drop!

the perfect density

the perfect creaminess

the perfect temperature

... until the last drop!

LATTECREMA SYSTEM DELIVERS EVERY CUP 
AT THE PERFECT TEMPERATURE

THANKS TO LATTECREMA SYSTEM, THE MILK FOAM 
IS LONG LASTING SO THE PLEASURE STAYS

... UNTIL THE LAST DROP

the perfect density

the perfect creaminess

the perfect temperature

... until the last drop!

THERMAL DOUBLE WALL
One of the secrets to serving a great foam
is to use cold milk. The double wall has 
been designed to keep milk at an ideal 

temperature for longer.

CONVENIENT
Carafe can be stored in the fridge to
keep milk fresh when not using it.



Matteo

Easy to use,  
satisfying  

different tastes 
Be astonished by the numerous customisation possibilities of PrimaDonna S Evo. 

Each beverage can be easily customised to better suit your individual taste. 

Thanks to the My Menu button you can set and save your favourite beverages 

and even add your friends and family desired beverages too. 

 

Customise your perfect cup every time: choose your preferred aroma, 

select your coffee quantity, select the amount of milk and enjoy.
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Easy
maintenance

REMOVABLE BREWING UNIT

The brewing unit can be completely 
removed providing access to internal parts 
for thorough cleaning. Easy to maintain,
it can be simply rinsed with water.

FOR A DEEP CLEAN

The milk carafe is simple to disassemble
and all the parts can be placed in the 
dishwasher for a deep clean.

EASY TO CLEAN DRIP TRAY

The drip tray has an easy clean design,
the removable grid is dishwasher safe and
the tray is simple to clean.

The maintainance process is even easier thanks to the automatic alerts within the intuitive display.
Additional support can also be provided through our complimentary

De’Longhi Coffee Link App and dedicated educational YouTube channel.

AUTOMATIC, EASY CLEAN CARAFETo guarantee utmost hygiene, the carafe comes with an integrated CLEAN function: by activating the function after the 

beverage preparation, all parts in contact with milk are washed with hot water and steam.

Coffee Link https://www.youtube.com/user/delonghihowtouk



ECAM 510.55.M 
n Equipped with “LatteCrema System” to enjoy a perfect mix of pleasure: a creamy 

cappuccino, with dense milk foam, always at the perfect temperature… until the last 
drop!

n New thermal carafe with double wall to keep milk at an ideal temperature for longer.

n Machine connected to the innovative Coffee Link App, to create new beverages, discover 
infinite personalisation and receive unlimited advice and suggestions.

n Automatic cleaning function integrated in the froth regulating dial to guarantee an easy 
cleaning of all milk carafe components – so it can be easily turned into fridge after use.

n Wide variety of traditional beverages at the touch of a button: Espresso, Coffee, Long, 
Doppio+, Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato, Caffelatte and Milk as originally prepared.

n “MY” function: personalise each beverage adjusting aroma and coffee/milk quantities, to 
enjoy drinks that perfectly match your taste!

n Control panel with clear LCD display and touch buttons for an easy communication and 
interaction with the user.

n Cup warmer and cup illumination for the best experience.

n Drip-tray with removable and dishwasher-safe grid for maximum hygiene and convenience.



With a view to continuously inproving its products, De’Longhi reserves the right to alter the technical specifications and aesthetic features at any time and without 
notice. Due to printing limitations, the actual colour of products may differ from those shown within this catalogue.

PRIMADONNA S EVO ECAM 510.55.M

Technical data

Dimensions (wxdxh) mm 238x470x350

Weight kg 11.5

Input power W 1450

Rated voltage / Frequency V~Hz 220/240~50/60

Water container overall capacity l 1.8

Beans container capacity g 250

Milk carafe capacity l 0.6

Adjustable coffee dispenser mm 86 to 142

Energy class Better than A
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